Information applications are increasingly
The ability to relocate the center of computation is of great importance in a computing environment with wireless connections.
In such an environment, the location of a user changes dynamically with time. Thus, the distance of a client from an information provider is not a fixed parameter of the cost of the service. Relocating a computation permits the minimization of communication costs and the improvement of response time by reducing the physical distance between information providers and by considering changing network loads and availability.
Mobile agents also facilitate load balancing among base stations. 4 
Concurrency Control
The execution of an application agent consists of local steps, primitive message steps, and composite message steps. A local step is the execution of a local method.
A primitive message step is the execution of a primitive database or application method. A composite message step is the execution of a composite method and consists of a number of primitive and local steps. Thus, (an interpreter) within the agent that executes local methods and handles structural dependencies.
The specification and enforcement of structural dependencies can be accomplished by various means including petri nets or active rules.
Data correctness maintains the consistency of shared resources and is usually specified through a number of integrity constraints.
In the agent-based model, maintaining consistency refers to (a) maintaining the consistency of data in each database system and (b) maintaining the consistency of the local data of each agent. The second part of the definition of correctness is necessary since parts of the code of an agent are executed concurrently and since other cooperative agents access the agent's local data.
The prevailing approach to maintaining data correctness and ensuring the isolation property of an execution is serializability. We assume that each database ensures serializability of histories submitted to its site. We guarantee that each agent A ensures: (a) serializability of the local and primitive methods executed on its data and of the methods delegated to it, and (b) that a nondelegated There are various factors that determine the difficulty of maintaining global serializability, including:
1. The existence of autonomous agents beyond the control of the database agents. These autonomous agents are part of the autonomous pre-existing database systems and are completely hidden from the application and database agents.
2. The existence of interdatabase constraints. that is constraints that span more than one database site. Constraints may also exist among local data of different agents or among local data of an agent and a database. In the absence of such constraints, there is no need for global serializability to maintain data correctness. However, some form of serializability may be necessary to ensure some kind of agent isolation.
3.
4.2
The type of histories produced by the database agents. For example, for strict histories in which the commit.-ment order of methods is the same as their execution order, the enforcement of global serializability is relatively straightforward.
A decentralized concurrency control algorithm
We shall now outline a timestamp-based method to ensure global serializability.
A commutativity relation is defined for each pair of primitive and local methods. Two methods M , and M, commute if they do not conflict; that is, if the result of executing M, after MJ is the same as executing h4, after M,.
These relations are saved in the form of a compatibility matrix. In a closed-nested transaction model, such as that in [13] , conflicts among primitive or local methods result in conflicts among the composite methods with which they are invoked.
In open-nested transactions [18], there is no such implication.
The algorithm presented is for open-nested transactions but can be adapted to the closednested situations by using techniques such as hierarchical timestamps [13] .
Upon creation, each application agent receives a timestamp.
The timestamp is defined to be a combination of the value of the clock and the user's id. The timestamp of an agent corresponds to its global serialization order. Each application agent serializes all conflicting methods on its local data based on the timestamp order. An operation on its local data issued by another agent is executed only after ensuring that the two agents are allowed to "meet" at a break or relocation point.
We now describe the submission of a primitive method from an application agent to a database agent. The algorithm is a slight variation of [I] for the case of a database interface of primitive methods. To execute a composite method, each application agent can use techniques such as the semantic-based locks of [18] . Each database agent possesses a variable called an agent ticket (AT).
In the case of autonomous agents, an additional data item per database site is needed. This data item is physically stored in that site and is called a physical ticket (PT) .
Each database agent keeps a list of the timestamps of all primitive methods that have been submitted to the site. A method that does not commute with a submitted method is not allowed to execute concurrently with it; thus. 
